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There is a wealth of evidence that the Universe contains about five times more dark mat-
ter than baryonic matter. The nature of this dark matter remains unknown, although
it must interact with baryonic matter primarily through gravitation, with an extremely
low cross-section for interaction through the weak, strong and electromagnetic forces.
Considerable effort is focused on establishing its identity, through attempted direct de-
tections (laboratory), creation (LHC), and through analyses of its distribution in, for
example, small mass galaxies.

The nature of dark matter can affect its distribution in significant ways. For example,
very slowly moving (”cold”) dark matter can form halos with dense central cusps in
which dwarf galaxies can form, while faster moving particles (”warm”) will form halos
characterized by central cores of lower density. Interesting new limits on possible dark
matter properties are being set by combining particle physics attempts to detect dark
matter decay signals from Milky Way satellite dwarf galaxies and from the anticipated
dark matter dipole signal from the Galactic Halo.

This essay is to consider the context and available information on dark matter on as-
trophysical scales and to compare these constraints on its nature with results from ex-
periments aiming to directly detect dark matter candidates. Astrophysical probes range
from the CMB, through large scale structure down to the dynamics of small galaxies,
where dark matter dominates the baryons.

Your essay should cover the following points:

1. Discuss observational evidence for the presence of dark matter and the assumptions
involved in the interpretation.

2. How dark matter density profiles can be determined from observations of baryons in
galaxies?

3. Why are density profiles sensitive to the different possible types of dark matter
particles?

4. Review the evidence from experiments aiming to directly detect dark matter particles.

5. Why do we not (yet) know the answer as to the nature of dark matter?
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